ABSTRACT Standardized turbo codes (TCs) use recursive systematic convolutional transducers of rate b/(b + d), having a single feedback polynomial (b+dRSCT). In this paper, we investigate the realizability of the b+dRSCT set through two single shift register canonical forms (SSRCFs), called, in the theory of linear systems, constructibility, and controllability. The two investigated SSRCF are the adaptations, for the implementation of b+dRSCT, of the better-known canonical forms controller (constructibility) and observer (controllability). Constructibility is the implementation form actually used for convolutional transducers in TCs. This paper shows that any b+1RSCT can be implemented in a unique SSRCF observer. As a result, we build a function, ξ :H → G, which has as definition domain the set of encoders in SSRCF constructibility, denoted by H, and as codomain a subset of encoders in SSRCF observer, denoted by G. By proving the noninjectivity and nonsurjectivity properties of the function ξ , we prove that H is redundant and incomplete in comparison with G, i.e., the SSRCF observer is more efficient than the SSRCF constructibility for the implementation of b+1RSCT. We show that the redundancy of the set H is dependent on the memory m and on the number of inputs b of the considered b+1RSCT. In addition, the difference between G and ξ (H) contains encoders with very good performance, when used in a TC structure. This difference is consistent for m ≈ b > 1. The results on the realizability of the b+1RSCT allowed us some considerations on b + dRSCT, with b, d > 1, as well, for which we proposed the SSRCF controllability. These results could be useful in the design of TC based on exhaustive search. So, the proposed implementation form permits the design of new TCs, which cannot be conceived based on the actual form. It is possible, even probable, among these new TCs to find better performance than in the current communication standards, such as LTE, DVB, or deep-space communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Convolutional codes (CCs) were introduced by P. Elias in 1955 [1] . Elias was referring exclusively to non-recursive and systematic CEs. In addition, in [1] -Fig. 5 , Elias suggested a form of implementation (encoder) for non-recursive and systematic CCs comprising of a shift register, an adder and a mixer. In [1] , Elias also introduced the list decoding algorithm for block codes, an algorithm called by Anderson [2] , [3] , the ''M-algorithm''.
CCs have been extensively studied since then. Wozencraft [2] proposed the first sequential decoding algorithm. A simpler and more efficient sequential decoding algorithm was proposed by Fano [4] in 1963. Also in 1963, Massey [5] proposed the threshold decoding. Massey was also one of the first to study the CCs' structural properties. Along with Sain [6] , he defined the equivalence between two convolutional generator matrices (if they encode the same code). They showed that any CC can be encoded by a polynomial generating matrix. They also [7] , [8] studied the existence conditions of a polynomial right inverse for a convolutional generator matrix. Costello showed [9] that any convolutional generator matrix is equivalent to o rational systematic encoding matrix. Massey and Costello proposed in [10] the use of non-systematic CEs with a 1/2 coding rate, whose coding matrix contains the generating polynomials g 1 (D) and g 2 (D) satisfying the condition: g 1 (D) + g 2 (D) = D. They show that, with sequential decoding, the CCs built on these matrixes have superior performance to those generated by systematic matrixes used in practice to date.
A milestone in the evolution and development of CCs is represented by the emergence of the Viterbi decoding algorithm [11] . The Viterbi algorithm, proven by Forney [12] to be optimal because of its simplicity and efficiency, has greatly impacted practical applications. An algorithm that would play an important role in turbo decoding is the BCJR algorithm [13] . However, the BCJR algorithm's performance was not superior (in CC decoding) to the Viterbi algorithm. For this reason and also due to the increased complexity compared to the Viterbi algorithm, until TCs appeared, it was sidelined in practice. The Viterbi algorithm is effective both for systematic and for non-systematic CCs.
Forney has made important contributions regarding the structural properties of CCs [14] - [17] . In [14] , Forney analyzes CCs in detail from an algebraic standpoint (theoretical), especially using the invariant factor theorem. He seeks the effective implementation of CCs, i.e., by using canonical encoders. He shows that any systematic CE (including recursive CEs) is equivalent to a non-systematic and non-recursive CE and argues for the use of the latter (with the encoding matrix in a polynomial form).
The late 80's revived interest in the structural analysis of CCs [18] - [20] . Johannesson and Wan distinguish [20] between a transfer function matrix (for CTs), a generator matrix (for CCs), and an encoding matrix (for CEs). However, these studies have not produced remarkable progress regarding the use of CCs. However, with the invention of TCs by Berrou [21] , [22] , recursive and systematic CEs came back to the forefront. TCs use the Maximum A Posteriori algorithm (MAP, which is actually the BCJR algorithm) or its derivatives, Log-MAP [23] or Max-Log-MAP [24] . An essential TC feature is CC ''truncation''. Limiting the size of the input sequences (truncation) is imposed especially by decoding complexity and the need to limit the delays (latency) produced in turbo-decoding. Thus, the CC becomes a code block. This truncation changes the meaning of the definitions given in the previously developed CC theory. The input sequences are no longer semi-infinite. Thus, TCs bring forth the issue of trellis termination, which was virtually non existent in the classical CC theory.
TCs (or, more generally, codes with iterative decoding) work near the theoretical limit [25] . However, their decoding complexity, analyzed by Robertson and others [23] , is higher than that of CCs. Therefore, the CCs' memory in the TCs (or, more broadly, their length constraint) was limited to the value 4 in practical applications. In addition, their design too raises questions because their performance is much more difficult to predict compared to the CCs. This is caused by the presence of the interleaver that introduces ''randomness'' in the encoded sequence.
MAP algorithm complexity caused the Viterbi algorithm's adaptation to iterative turbo-decoding. Thus the Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) appeared [26] , an algorithm proposed by Hagenauer and his collaborators. However, the SOVA algorithm has not added to the complexityperformance ratio in order to impose itself in practical applications.
A summary of previous results is made by Johannesson and Zigangirov [27] . The late 90's and early 2000's brought interest in double-binary turbo codes (DBTCs) [28] , [29] . They use an adapted MAP for symbol decoding and the circular closure of trellises [30] . The many advantages offered by DBTCs include the good performance of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm and the reduction of latency [29] . CEs used in DBTCs have only one feedback loop (they implement CTs having single feedback polynomial generating matrixes, see Section 4 of this paper). This is required to limit the size of the constraint length, which is a measure of the decoding complexity.
The emergence of turbo codes (parallel concatenated convolutional codes) has sparked a real emulation for the study of codes with iterative decoding. Thus, CC concatenation variants (serial [31] or hybrids [32] ) have emerged, and also other codes with iterative decoding. In 1995, Mackay and Neal revived the interest for the low-density-parity-check codes (LDPC) [33] , [34] . These codes compete with TCs in terms of performance [35] , [36] , especially in data block sizes less than 1,000 bits, while the TCs remain superior for longer lengths.
The 3 rd millennium is more interested in non-binary or multi-binary for both turbo codes and LDPCs [37] - [39] . In 2003 and 2011, respectively, DBTCs appeared in the DVB-RCS standards [40] , [41] .
Families of multi-binary or non-binary CCs which equip TCs with the same memory (or constraint length) are more numerous than single-binary encoder families. This together with the sluggish predictability of the TCs' performance has impacted TC design. Some theoretical solutions have been found for interleaver designs (i.e. building algorithms), which do not involve the simulation of a TC's operation. However, when we look for a convolutional encoder with which the TC will be equipped, design basically requires an exhaustive search and selection based on a certain criterion (EXIT chart analysis [42] , minimum code distance [43] , convergence of the iterative decoding process [44] , etc.). Such an exhaustive search involves the effective representation (identification) of CT families by families of forms of implementation (i.e., convolutional encoder).
Since the appearance of TC [21] , recursive and systematic convolutional transducers (RSCTs) have been preferred to non-systematic and/or non-recursive convolutional transducers because they provide the interleaving gain after (parallel) concatenations. This study is focused on the class of b+1RSCT because higher encoding rates can be obtained with puncturing. In addition, for smaller coding rates, b+dRSCT are used. These are derived from b+1RSCT by adding some supplementary outputs, without increasing the constraint length. Thus, the results obtained for b+1RSCT can be easily extended to b+dRSCT. In practical applications, only b+dRSCT are used, for reasons of decoding complexity. In addition, the most used encoding rate is b/(b+1).
The studies outlined above refer to the intrinsic properties of the CT/CE without placing them in the more complex context of the TC. The intrinsic properties of a systematic convolutional transducer/encoder are not necessarily better than the intrinsic properties of a non-systematic convolutional transducer/encoder, but the former provide superior performance in TC. Starting from a few definitions and results from references, this paper presents a study focused on b+1RSCT. This study was initiated by the desire to identify some b+dRSCT that correspond to multi-binary turbo-codes 1 (MBTC) with best transmission performance. In standards [40] , [41] , [45] , [46] , only one pair b+dRSCT (single or multi binary) -interleaver is specified for each length of data block although there might be other pairs capable of ensuring transmission performance as good as the pair proposed in the standard or even better. To identify these pairs, an exhaustive search in the families of b+1RSCT 2 and interleavers is required. Each of these families contains a high number of elements. In order to make an exhaustive search, it would be necessary to simulate 3 the operation of the TC composed by every element of every b+1RSCT family and by every element of every family of interleavers and to retain those pairs that lead to the best transmission performance. This search would assume a high volume of simulations. We believe that, in the future, multi-inputs and/or non-binary TCs will be used [47] , [48] in practical systems. Obviously, the use of a given b+1RSCT requires the knowledge of its implementation method. Given that the use of a single shift register is imposed by the decoding complexity limitation, in this paper we evaluate, in terms of cardinality, two possible families of SSRCF that implement b+1RSCT. The first is that used in all current standards, [40] , [41] , [45] , [46] . This SSRCF is known in the linear systems theory as constructibility canonical form (see [49] , page 100). However, the results of the present study motivate us to recommend the observer SSRCF ( [49, p. 98] ). For ease of identification, for the two SSRCF of implementation, we use in the following the notations H -controller/constructibility and G -observer/controllability. The present study compares the two SSRCF and argues for the G form. The G family is in bi-univocal correspondence with the family of b+1RSCT whereas the H family implements only a part of the family of b+1RSCT. It raises the question: 1 The results of this study have no effect on the single binary turbo codes case because if we consider only the 1+1RSCT set, as we can see below in the subsection 5.1, the function ξ : H → G is bijective; 2 The search (exhaustive) need not be done, at least in the beginning, on b+dRSCT due to the fact that a b+dRSCT keeps the same configuration of the input and reaction as b+1RSCT of which is derived; 3 We note that EXIT charts can also be used to select component encoders! They allow the code designer to choose component codes with good convergence thresholds. However, this technique does not give any indication on the error floor location; is it possible that the most efficient transducer from a family of b+1RSTCs is to be implemented just using the G form? In this paper we give an affirmative answer. This result can have an immediate impact in practical applications, especially when multiple input TCs are used, as, for example, in the DVB standard.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we review a few useful definitions and results given in the literature about convolutional codes. As such, we will present definitions for the convolutional code/transducer/encoder, canonical forms, equivalent encoders, and minimal encoder. The goal for the second section is to present the general form of the encoding matrix of a b+1RSCT. In Section 3, we determine the encoding matrix for a G form. We show that any b+1RSCT can be easily implemented in the G form: the binary coefficients associated to the G form are each identical one-to-one with the coefficients from the encoding matrix.
In Section 4, we determine the encoding matrix for a form H and we show that the fulfillment of the requirements for a multi-binary b+1RSCT in the H form is more difficult than in the G form (transition from the binary coefficients of the form H to those of the implemented encoding matrix is not straightforward). This observation has given us the idea of equivalence of the two implementation forms: in practical term, the relation between the coefficients of a form H and the coefficients of its equivalent form G is identical to the relation between the coefficients of the form H and its encoding matrix.
In Section 5, we build a transformation from set H to set G and we show that set H is redundant and incomplete in comparison with set G. In Section 6, we make a few appreciations concerning the cardinality of the sets G and H. Despite the fact that the form H is standardized, the results presented in Sections 5 and 6 show the superiority of the form G: a search of multi-binary b+1RSCT in G is far more efficient than in H. In addition, there are b+1RSCT with best performance in TC that can be realized only in the form G. In Section 7, we extended investigations to the sets of b+dRSCT with b, d > 1. Section 8 concludes our study.
II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
In the following we recall a few notations, definitions and theorems, given in [20] and we define the notion of equivalence of two convolutional encoders.
The bilateral D transform (the delay operator D was proposed by Huffman [50] ) of the binary sequence x = [. . . x t−1 x t x t+1 . . .], is defined as [27] :
Other different forms of the D transform are used in the following, based on some denotations:
-field of binary Laurent series;
-ring of formal power series;
-set of binary polynomials;
Definition 1: A rate b/c (binary) convolutional transducer over the field of rational functions F 2 (D) is a linear mapping:
where
((D)), and Q(D) is a b×c transfer function matrix of rank b with entries in F (D). U(D) is the information sequence and V (D) is the coded sequence.
A matrix Q(D), whose entries are rational functions is called a rational transfer function matrix. A rational transfer function matrix Q(D), whose entries are realizable functions, is referred to as realizable. 
Q(D) is a delay free matrix if at least one of its entries g(D)/q(D) has g(0) = 0. Definition 3: The generator matrix of a convolutional code over F 2 is called an encoding matrix of the code if it is realizable and delay free. Definition 4: A rate b/c convolutional encoder of a convolutional code with encoding matrix Q(D), over F 2 (D), is a realization by a linear sequential circuit of a rate b/c convolutional transducer whose transfer function matrix is Q(D).
Theorem 5: Every convolutional code C has an encoding matrix.
A systematic encoding matrix can (up to column permutation) be written as: This study considers exclusively systematic transducers/encoders, for which the following result holds:
Proposition 12: The equivalence of the systematic convolutional encoders implies equality of their encoding matrices.
Proof: Let Q(D) and Q'(D) be two equivalent convolutional encoding matrices that encode the same code C and let V(D) be a code word of C. Without restricting the generality, we can assume that Q(D) and Q'(D) are of the form (2). Then, V(D) has the following structure:
where U(D) and W(D) are the information and the redundancy sequences. There results that
Hence, there is a one to one correspondence between the set of convolutional codes and the set of systematic encoding matrices that encode the corresponding codes. In addition, if the set of encoders generated by a specific form of implementation X is in one-by-one correspondence with the set of systematic encoding matrices, then X identifies that set of convolutional codes. This result can be extremely useful for the design of TC.
The design of a TC implicitly supposes the selection of a systematic convolutional encoder (which uniquely identifies a convolutional code). The TC designer will search for convolutional codes/encoders, for which the bit/frame error rate (B/FER) versus signal to noise ratio (SNR) is as good as possible and the decoding complexity as low as possible [51] . The main factor on which depends (exponentially) the decoding complexity is the overall constraint length ν. For this reason, in practice there were preferred b+dRSCTs. For these, ν is equal to the maximum degree m of the Q S (D) encoding matrix polynomials. Therefore, a lower maximum degree is desirable for a lower decoding complexity. Nevertheless, the decreasing of the degree of polynomials composing the encoding matrix entails a TC performance reduction. Therefore, the TC designer can apply the following procedure. He/she will accept, a priori, a specific decoding complexity. Hence, he/she specifies the convolutional codes/encoders set. Once the set of encoders is specified, the designer will search for the best performing codes in this set, using different selection criteria. The aim of the present study is a comparison between the manners in which the sets of convolutional codes can be identified by two SSRCF. According to Theorem 4, they have a minimum overall constraint length ν.
For clarity of exposure, let us define the family of b+1RSCT in mathematical terms. We consider b inputs and c = b+1 outputs. Therefore, an input word has the form By applying the bilateral D transform to the input and output sequences we have, according to Definition 1:
where Q(D) is the encoding matrix, of size b × (b+1).
If we consider a systematic encoder, and because in TC a component encoder generates only the redundant sequence, taking into account (2), the encoding operation (5) is reduced to:
Q s (D) is a matrix whose entries are rational functions of D:
where q i (D) = 0, 1≤ i ≤ b, and ,,*'' symbolizes the transposition operation. Making the assumption that the maximum of the degrees of polynomials g and q from (7) is m, meaning
, one easily verifies that both drawings presented in Fig. 1 employ a relation with the form (6) where Q s (D) is given by (7) . Next, we will study the encoders used in practice which satisfy the condition [40] , [41] , [45] , [46] . Therefore:
with g 0 (D) = 0, and
Equations (8) or (9) completely characterize a SSRCF that implements the family of b+1RSCT. The question that immediately follows is: if we modify the canonical forms in Fig. 1 maintaining a single shift register, does the new form obtained still implement the whole family of b+1RSCT? This question is addressed in the following sections. We will show that the (modified but still) observer canonical form (G) employs (8) and (9), but the SSRCF constructibility (the modification of the controller canonical form) cannot do likewise. 
III. THE OBSERVER CANONICAL FORM FOR B+1RSCT
In this section we analyze the possibility of implementing b+1RSCT in the observer canonical form, G, represented in Fig. 2 relations for the G form are:
or in the more compact matrix form:
With the denotations: (11) can be re-written, taking into account the last equation from (10) in the form:
where matrix T is:
and:
The last equation from (10) becomes:
. By applying the D transform to equations (12) and (15) we obtain:
Because matrix (I m + D · T) is invertible, (16) has as unique solution:
It can be shown that: 
where we used the equalities
One can observe that (19) is identical to (8) .
We therefore demonstrated that the observer canonical form verifies conditions (8) and (9) of implementation of a b+1RSCT. As a result, any such transducer can be implemented in the observer canonical form. 
IV. THE CONSTRUCTIBILITY CANONICAL FORM FOR B+1RSCE
Fig. 3 presents the constructibility canonical form H, which was used in [43] for the TC component encoders. In the following we use the same denotations as in Fig. 2 with the exception of the binary coefficients which correspond to the connections of the circuit, h i,j . The inputs u i , 1≤ i ≤ b, are physically connected to the adder from the input of cell j if h i,j = 1.
By using a procedure similar to that of the previous section, the relations corresponding to the circuit from Fig. 3 are: = u b,t ·h b,m +u b−1,t ·h b−1,m +. . .+u 1,t ·h 1,m +s m−1,t . . . (20) or, in compact form:
where the matrix H 0 and the transition matrix T are defined by the relations:
In order to compare this canonical form with the structure presented in the previous section, we determine the encoding matrix Q h (D). By applying the D transform to the equations (21) and (22), we obtain: 
By using once again equation (18):
. (31) with the same denotations for P m (D) and m (D), the encoding matrix Q h (D) can be simplified as follows:
where we used the equalities *
Unlike in the previous case, the encoding matrix of the constructibility canonical form is no longer a simple conversion of binary sequences of the coefficients related to the encoding scheme in polynomial form. Therefore, the fulfilment of conditions (8) and (9), required for the implementation of a b+1RSCT, is more difficult in the case of the constructibility canonical form. In order to directly find the coefficients of the encoding matrix, starting from the coefficients related to the constructibility form (h i,j ), we search in the following section for an equivalence relation with the observer canonical form.
V. ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF CANONICAL FORMS H AND G
Regarding retrospectively the evolution of implementation forms of convolutional encoders used in TC, it can be observed that the first TC [21] 
In the absence of puncturing, the obtained turbo coding rate was 1/3. To obtain higher turbo coding rate, puncturing can be used. To build a turbo code with a coding rate less than 1/3, some supplementary outputs must be added. The overall constraint length was not increased to keep the decoding complexity as low as possible. An example of this strategy is the TC recommended by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) in 2002, [46] . The superiority of multi-binary turbo codes (MBTC) was highlighted at the beginning of years 2000, [29] . Such a TC, with two inputs, was adopted in the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) standard. The transition from single binary turbo code to MBTC marked the modification of the implementation form of the convolutional component encoder. Thus, because a 2+dRSCT requires 2 inputs, the controller canonical form underwent a modification, i.e., modulo-2 adders were inserted between delay cells to be able to connect the second input. Therefore, the constructibility canonical form was adopted. This SSRCF can implement b + dRSCT with b,d > 1. For reasons already mentioned, we restrict the discussion to the implementation of b+1RSCT. As we will prove in this section, the SSRCF constructibility, called H, cannot implement any b+1RSCT, with b > 1. This, however, can be achieved with the observer canonical form, as shown in Section 3. The structure of this section is the following:
We begin with the revision of the notion of equivalence based on Definition 7 and Proposition 12. We also review the equivalence between the two SSRCF, H and G, in the single binary case. Then, we investigate equivalence for the multibinary case building the function ξ :H→G. We prove that the function ξ is neither injective nor surjective. The cardinality of sets ξ (H) and G is studied in the following section.
Let us define first the equivalence relation between the two canonical forms H and G. 
where Q h (D) and Q g (D) are defined by (19) and (32) . This definition is just a particular case for Definition 7. Therefore, because we refer strictly to systematic encoders, an identity of the set of code words for two systematic encoders leads to the identity of the pair input sequence -code word (Proposition 1).
A. THE SINGLE BINARY CASE (b = 1 and H
First, we investigate the equivalence between the two forms of implementation, G and H, in the case of a single input and H 0 = W * m , as in the classical case [20] . We mean by classical case that the form H is identical to the controller canonical form. Of course, the use of the SSRCF constructibility (H 0 =W * m ) for the single binary case will add the redundancy because, at the same memory m, it would contain more coefficients h i,j than the controller canonical form, which is equivalent to the observer canonical form. This equivalence is assured as a result of the following theorem. 
Because G 0 is a row vector and G L is equal to 1 in the binary case, the equation (19) can be written as:
and h 0 (D) = g 0 (D) then the configurations H and G are equivalent.
We will illustrate this result with the following example. We assume the recursive and systematic encoder as having the output polynomial 11 10 = 13 8 = 1 + D + D 3 and feedback polynomial, 13 10 
By defining the descriptive matrices of the implementation form (dif-matrix) as:
and
the dif-matrices H and G become equal to [5 1 6] and [11 13] for this example. The two forms H and G of the encoder are presented in Fig. 4 .a and Fig. 4 .b. Because there is a strict equivalence between the forms H and G in the classical binary case, where b = 1, the implementation of TC can be made by using either the forms G or H.
B. THE MULTIPLE-INPUT CASE (b > 1)
Theorem 14 cannot be generalized to the multi-binary case. The sizes of the dif-matrices H and G, defined by relations (34) and (35) , are m × (b+2) and (m+1) × (b + 1) respectively. Assuming that g 0,0 = 1 and m ≥ b, dif-matrix H has more elements than dif-matrix G. It results that set H contains more elements than set G. Thus, the forms H and G could not be one to one equivalent one by one in the case of multiple inputs.
The conditions for both SSRCF to be equivalent are given by the following theorem:
Theorem 15: The following set of equations defines a function from H to G, ξ : H →G:
It is necessary to show that for any dif-matrix H of a form H, there is a unique dif-matrix G of the equivalent canonical form G, which is the solution of the system of equations (α), (β), (γ ) and (δ). Equation (α) imposes the recursivity of the structure. After a few algebraic manipulations, it results that the relations (β), (γ ) and (δ) are equivalent with (19) , (32) and (33) . For the proof to be complete, it is furthermore necessary to show that equation (δ) has as unique solution G 0 .
Lemma 16: Equation (δ) is equivalent to the equation: G T = H 0 ·A where the matrix A of size m × m is determined recursively as follows: Proof: If h b+1,0 = 1, using equations (β), (γ ) and (14), we can write:
where we used the change of variable suggested in Fig. 5 . Because (36) is an identity and the left hand side member does not contain any term in D with degree higher than m, it results that E (n) = 0 for n > m . Thus, the last term from the right-hand side member of the equation (36) is cancelled. The last equation is satisfied if the vectors that multiply D j in both sides are equal: Proof: For the proof of non-surjectivity it is sufficient to show that there is at least one encoder in form G, which cannot be implemented in form H. Such an encoder is presented in Fig.6 .
The encoding matrix of this encoder is:
, and
Let us try to build a dif-matrix H for an encoder in H form. Being of memory 2, and taking into consideration VOLUME 2, 2014
conditions (β) and (γ ), the dif-matrix H must have the form:
With the denotation h b+1,0 = e we obtain,
hence:
with:
Trying to find solutions for the equation
, we obtain the following system of equations:
which does not have solutions in the binary field. So the b+1RSCT defined in Fig. 6 cannot be implemented in the constructibility canonical form using a single shift register, but it can be implemented in a form as in Fig.1a .
For the proof of non-injectivity we also give an example that refers to the encoders in Fig. 7 . Therefore, the transducer having the rational transfer function matrix Fig. 7a in observer canonical form with G = [13 15 11] and in constructibility canonical forms in Fig. 7b (specified in the standard DVB-RCS, [40] ) with H 1 = [6 1 7 5] respectively in Fig. 7c with H 2 = [2 7 5 5] .
Consequently, for the same transducer there are at least two different implementations in the constructibility canonical form. This redundancy makes the search for the best transducer more difficult in the class of b+1RSCT implemented in the constructibility canonical form. A direct consequence of Theorem 17 is that forms H and G are not equivalent in the case of multi-binary b+1RSCT. There are b+1RSCT that could not be achieved in the constructibility canonical form. Therefore, the design of some multi-binary TC cannot be made based on the constructibility type implementation form.
VI. CARDINALITY OF SUBSETS G, H AND ξ (H)
Equation (19) shows that there is a bi-univocal correspondence between the set of b+1RSCT identified by (8) and the set of the observer canonical forms G with the general scheme from Fig. 2 . Theorems 15 and 17 state that, although more numerous than G, the set H of the constructibility canonical [40] . c) H form with
forms with the general scheme from Fig. 3 is in a relation of equivalence with a sub-set of set G.
These results have a very large impact over the design of TC by exhaustive search of the component codes. Therefore, a search for a good encoder in set G instead of set H is not just faster (due to the relation: |H|≥|G| where |.| denotes the cardinality of the set), but there is also the possibility of finding a good solution in G which is not present in H.
In this section we numerically compare the complexity of the search of the candidate encoders in the two classes of implementation, by trying to answer the two questions formulated as follows: 1) We have already shown that |H|≥|G|. Therefore, the encoders' search in G for MBTC can be concluded faster than in H. However, for practical values of m and b, meaning for 2) In Theorem 17 we have shown that there are encoders from G without equivalent in H. For practical values of m and b, however, is the performance of those codes good enough for the achievement of the best MBTC?
Let us define the sub-set ξ (H) of G containing the elements with equivalent in H. In Table I , we compare the cardinality of sets G, H and ξ (H) for practical values of m and b. To eliminate encoders with a poor performance we have considered only the encoders for which the transfer function matrix is of maximum rank. Table I includes two parts. The left part, for which h b+1,0 = 1 (respectively G L = 0 m×1 ), targets the ''delay free'' encoders according to Definition 3. The right part corresponds to h b+1,0 = 0 (respectively G L = 0 m×1 ). Obviously, the encoders with practical importance are the left ones, so we restrict our discussion to this case. Firstly, we can point out the bi-univocal correspondence between TABLE 2. The equivalent generator matrices for the two codes of rate 2/3 proposed in [43] .
forms G and H for the classical binary case. Secondly, we can notice that the difference |G|-|ξ (H)| increases exponentially with b. The ratio |H|/|ξ (H)| increases exponentially with m − b. The usefulness of the canonical form G in comparison with the canonical form H increases with the increasing of the memory and with the decreasing of the encoding rate.
The answer to the second question is given in Fig. 8 , where the performance of the best two TC, which use constituent encoders from the family 2+1RSCT, are presented. The simulations were carried out with an S-interleaver [52] with a length of 752 couples of bits for all 2+1RSCT family components implemented in the G form. It is remarkable that the encoder with G 1 = [7 6 5] , which implements the best performing 2+1RSCT, belongs to the set G-ξ (H). The searches performed in the sets 3+1RSCT and 4+1RSCT have shown that the encoders with the best performance have a primitive polynomial as feedback. However, for the case of the best performing codes having a primitive polynomial with g 0,m = h 0,m = 0 as feedback polynomial g 0 (D) = h 0 (D), any encoder from G has 2 m−b equivalent encoders in H.
Therefore, the complexity of the exhaustive search for the best component encoders for MBTC in G decreases exponentially with m − b in comparison with the corresponding exhaustive search in H even in the case of encoders with primitive feedback polynomials. For example, we have determined in Table II the equivalent dif-matrices for the two encoders of rate 2/3 proposed in [43] with memory m = 3 and m = 4 and dif-matrices H = [6 1 7 5] and H = [11 11 1 12] respectively.
VII. CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT b+2RSCT
In this section we discuss the case of b+dRSCT with multiple outputs, d > 1. Without restraining the generality of the discussion, we only consider the case d = 2 by adding a supplementary output to the forms H and G, already studied. This fact does not limit the generality because any case d > 2 can be treated identically, since any other supplementary output can be seen as the second supplementary output. In addition, the state equations (16) and (27) remain unchanged because the inputs and the feedback are not modified in the case d > 2. Moreover, equations (17) and (28) , which refer to the output u 0 , remain unchanged as well. The goal of this section is to evaluate the possibilities of realizability of b+2RSCT using both SSRCF H and G. Keeping the previous notations and denoting with y the second output, the linear mapping of a b+2RSCT is:
where 
Ignoring any constraint on rational transfer function matrix, 4 (38) indicates in its composition a number of (m+1) × (2·b+1) binary coefficients. In consequence, there are 2 (m+1)×(2·b+1) possibilities for the selection of the rational transfer function matrix. For the implementation of the entire set of b+2RSCT, it is necessary for the canonical implementation form to have at least the same number of ''degrees of freedom'' (binary coefficients attached to some possible connections from the corresponding SSRCF).
We start by identifying concrete ways in which the second output can be extracted from previously studied encoders. In Fig. 9 the H and G forms studied are presented, from which a supplementary output, denoted by y and z respectively, has been extracted. These outputs need the addition of m+1 binary coefficients in the new dif-matrices H and G, defined by equations of the form (34) and (35) . In comparison with the necessary amount of (m+1) × (2·b+1), already highlighted, m+1 new degrees of freedom are not sufficient even for the case b = 1. It is obvious that neither of the two forms from Fig. 9 will be able to implement the whole set of b+2RSCT. It remains to further investigate the possibilities that both forms are equivalent.
The obtained H form, does not suppose major changes, since for each of the two outputs similar equations to the already written equations can be formulated. The circuit from Fig. 9a , separated for each output, can be assimilated with the circuit in Fig. 3 , with the result that for each output we have an equivalent G SSRCF (as in Fig. 2) . Therefore, we can write for the output u 0 :
4 Due to the systematic nature of turbo encoders involved, in fact the overall transfer function matrix is Q(D), given by (2), which has maximum rank b, regardless of the rank of Q s (D); hence:
For output y, we have:
where A h and A y are computed following the algorithm in Lemma 16, by substituting H E in conformity with the outputs u 0 and y. Obviously, form G, which is equivalent to form H only for the second output, will not have the same G T . More specifically they differ by G 0 , which depends on H E , but G F and G L are kept. From (38) and (40) we find that:
. (44) On the other hand, considering γ 0 = 1, from (39) and (45) 
which has no solution γ ∈F b 2 . Thus, the two forms from Fig. 9 are not equivalent, in other words, each implements a different b+2RSCT. Nevertheless, this is a positive aspect for the desire to implement b+2RSCT. However, taking into account the results presented for b+1RSCT, the redundancy of form H is kept for the case of b+2RSCT as well. To avoid the redundancy from the search on the family of realizable H form b+2RSCT, it is useful to utilize the equivalence (relations) with form G.
Two · γ = 0 could have solutions γ =0 only in singular cases, as a results the redundancy of the G form is small.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the two canonical forms for the implementation of rate b/(b+1) recursive systematic convolutional transducers with a single shift register and a single feedback polynomial: observer and constructibility. Despite the fact that the constructibility canonical form is more frequently used in practice, the results of this paper recommend the observer canonical form, especially for the multi-binary turbo-code component encoders. The observer canonical form allows the efficient implementation of the entire set of convolutional transducers. It allows a great reduction of the number of variants that must be investigated in comparison with the case of the constructibility canonical form of implementation. The evaluation of the cardinality of the sets of encoders for the two forms shows that:
-the set of encoders of the constructibility canonical form could be ten times more numerous than the set of encoders of the observer canonical form; -the number of transducers that can be achieved in the constructibility canonical form is smaller than half of the total number of transducers; -all transducers can be implemented in the observer canonical form.
Based on previous results, we have also evaluated the possibilities to implement recursive systematic convolutional transducers with a single feedback polynomial of rate b/(b+d) in the canonical forms controllability (derived from observer) and constructibility. There are no situations of equivalence between the two canonical forms, each achieving a subset from the entire set of transducers. While the set of encoders in the canonical form constructibility keeps the same redundancy, the set of encoders in the canonical form controllability has high efficiency. However, the set of transducers that cannot be implemented in any of the two canonical forms is quite large. This paper indirectly addresses the problem of designing turbo codes by exhaustive search. The exhaustive search refers to pairs of constitutive convolutional encoders -interleavers. We propose an exhaustive search strategy in two steps. In the first step, described in this paper, we search for potential good candidates of constitutive convolutional recursive and systematic encoders of rate b/(b+1). As a result of this first stage, we have shown in Fig. 8 the best performance obtained for the family of convolutional transducers with memory m = 2. We note that the best transducer from this family can be implemented only in the SSRCF observer. The second step associates each of the best constitutive encoders obtained as a result of the first step with different interleavers and results in the best pairs of constitutive convolutional encoders -interleavers. The second step will be presented in a future paper.
